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Optimized Acquisition Time and Image Sampling
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Abstract—With the recent development in scatter and atten-
uation correction algorithms, dynamic single photon emission
computerized tomography (SPECT) can potentially yield phys-
iological parameters, with tracers exhibiting suitable kinetics
such as thallium-201 (Tl-201). A systematic way is proposed to
investigate the minimum data acquisition times and sampling
requirements for estimating physiological parameters with quan-
titative dynamic SPECT.

Two different sampling schemes were investigated with Monte
Carlo simulations: 1) Continuous data collection for total study
duration ranging from 30–240 min. 2) Continuous data collection
for first 10–45 min followed by a delayed study at approximately
3 h. Tissue time activity curves with realistic noise were generated
from a mean plasma time activity curve and rate constants
(K1 � k4) derived from Tl-201 kinetic studies in 16 dogs. Full
dynamic sampling schedules (DynSS) were compared to optimum
sampling schedules (OSS).

We found that OSS can reliably estimate the blood flow
related K1 and Vd comparable to DynSS. A 30-min continuous
collection was sufficient if onlyK1 was of interest. A split session
schedule of a 30-min dynamic followed by a static study at 3 h
allowed reliable estimation of bothK1 and Vd avoiding the need
for a prolonged (>60-min) continuous dynamic acquisition. The
methodology developed should also be applicable to optimizing
sampling schedules for other SPECT tracers.

Index Terms—Compartmental modeling, optimum image sam-
pling schedule, SPECT, Tl-201 tracer kinetics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DYNAMIC single photon emission computed tomogra-
phy (SPECT) and recent advances in attenuation and

scatter correction have opened the possibility of quantifying
physiological parameters with SPECT and tracers with suit-
able kinetics. Recently, Iidaet al have shown that absolute
regional cerebral blood flow and volume of distribution can
be calculated using dynamic Iodine-123 (I-123) SPECT and
compartmental modeling [1], [2]. Similarly, Onishiet al have
applied dynamic SPECT to estimate receptor binding [3].
Technetium-99m (Tc-99m) teboroxime has been suggested
for measuring myocardial blood flow. Teboroxime exhibits
fast kinetics, which makes it unsuitable for traditional static
SPECT imaging, but is well suited to estimating physiological
parameters with short, fast dynamic acquisitions [4], [5]. Iidaet
al. have demonstrated the feasibility of estimating myocardial
blood flow with thallium-201 (Tl-201) dynamic SPECT, which
exhibits much slower kinetics, more in line with typical
SPECT tracers [6].

While dynamic SPECT studies have only recently gained
increased attention, dynamic positron emission tomography
(PET) studies and compartmental modeling are well estab-
lished. Great attention has been paid to the design of PET
image frame sampling schedules to increase the quantitative
accuracy. Hawkinset al. [7] studied the effects of temporal
sampling on the glucose model using 18-fluoro-deoxy-D-
glucose (FDG) and Mazoyeret al. [8] proposed a general
method for estimating the precision of parameters resulting
from the use of various experimental designs, including the
rate of tomographic data collection. Delforgeet al. [9] applied
an experimental design optimization framework and various
criteria to the estimation of receptor-ligand reaction model pa-
rameters with dynamic PET data. Jovkaret al. [10] addressed
the general problem of finding an optimized scan schedule in
PET dynamic studies which minimizes the parameter estima-
tion errors. They found that there is a monotonic improvement
in the index of parameter accuracy with increasing sampling
frequency and concluded that a higher sampling frequency
(more image samples), particularly in the early stage, should be
used. We have recently demonstrated that the above conclusion
was mainly due to using a cost function based on assuming that
sample points represent instantaneous activity concentration at
the sample time, while in fact each sample point represents the
integral of the changing activity concentration over the dura-
tion of the collection frame. The assumption of instantaneous
sample points introduces increasing errors with increasing
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frames times, which prevents the reduction of the image frame
numbers without adversely affecting accuracy. We therefore
used a modified cost function based on integrated activity
concentration for PET modeling [11], and have shown that by
combining several adjacent image frames, the resultant smaller
number of image frames can produce a comparable parameter
estimation accuracy. The optimum sampling schedule (OSS)
technique provides a formalized methodology for determining
the acquisition times of the minimum number of frames
required to describe the selected kinetic model [12]–[15].
Based on this approach, we have recently investigated OSS
for PET input function [16], PET output function [14], and
whole-body PET image acquisition [17].

With the exception of Chatziioannouet al. [18], who per-
formed some systematic analysis of total scan time as part of
their data processing schemes to reduce noise, little attention
has been paid to systematically investigate the total scan dura-
tion. Instead total scan duration is usually decided empirically
based on the following factors:

1) physical and physiological half life of the radiotracer;
2) existence of blood metabolites;
3) model consideration, (For example the C-11 acetate

model is only validated for the initial 15–20 min);
4) clinical consideration to keep the scan as short as possi-

ble for the convenience of patients.

Clinical practicality is a particularly important consideration
for dynamic SPECT sampling schedules. The slow kinetics of
typical SPECT tracers may require unrealistically long total
acquisition times to obtain reliable estimation of the slower
rate constants. As shown by Iidaet al, the number of frames
and total time patient is in the scanner can be reduced by
separating the study into two scanning sessions and assuming
a single tissue compartment model [1], [2]. Alternatively, some
of the rate constants or their ratios can be set to fixed values
to simplify the model and provide more reliable parameter
estimation with limited data [19]. However, these assumptions
may not be generally applicable to all SPECT tracers and
a generally applicable methodology for optimizing sampling
within the constraints imposed by dynamic SPECT would be
of benefit.

The aims of this study were as follows:

1) systematically investigate the reliability of parameter
estimation as a function of total acquisition time;

2) determine the minimum required continuous dynamic
SPECT acquisition time for the relatively slow kinetics
of Tl-201;

3) determine if there was a critical acquisition time
length, beyond which little improvement in reliability
is achieved;

4) investigate a clinically practical alternative to prolonged
continuous dynamic acquisitions;

5) determine if the reduced frames of OSS can provide
similar accuracy as full dynamic acquisition for dynamic
SPECT studies.

While this study concentrated on applying the methodology to
Tl-201 kinetics, the methodology developed here should also
be applicable to other dynamic SPECT studies.

Fig. 1. Measured TTAC from one of the dynamic SPECT dog studies fitted
with one- and two-tissue compartment models. The two-tissue compartment
model provides a visually better fit to the measured TTAC than the one-tissue
compartment model. TTAC’s have been cross calibrated to the well counter
used to count plasma samples and, thus, have units of cps/ml.

II. M ATERIALS AND METHOD

A. Simulations of Tissue Time Activity Curves (TTAC’s)

Simulated TTAC’s were derived from rate constants es-
timated from dynamic Tl-201 SPECT studies in 16 dogs.
The dog studies were carried out as follows: The dogs were
anaesthetized and positioned on a dual head gamma camera
(Toshiba GCA7200). A transmission study was carried out
using a line source at the focus of a fan beam collimator.
The dynamic SPECT study was initiated at the start of a
3-min infusion of 110 MBq of Tl-201. Frequent arterial
blood samples were drawn throughout the dynamic study. The
detectors rotated continuously completing a 360acquisition
every 15 s. The 15-s frames were added on-line to provide
the following 42-frame dynamic sequence for resting studies:
10 1 min, 6 2 min, 3 4 min, 5 5 min, and 18 10 min
for a total acquisition time of 4 h. Studies were also carried
out in dogs with increased blood flow achieved by constant
infusion of adenosine and reduced blood flow produced by
beta-blockers. The total study duration for the adenosine and
beta-blocker studies was limited to 1 h.

Tl-201 data were corrected for scatter using transmission de-
pendent scatter correction [20]–[22] and reconstructed with the
ordered-subset expectation-maximization algorithm (OSEM)
[23] using transmission-data-based measured attenuation cor-
rection. The reconstructed SPECT pixel values were cross
calibrated with a separate uniform phantom study to the well
counter used to count the plasma samples for deriving the
input function. Thus the SPECT voxel values were in the
same units as the plasma samples (cps/ml), which is a basic
requirement for compartmental modeling. Regions of interest
(ROI’s) were drawn on a central slice through the myocardium
for anterior, lateral, apical, septal and inferior myocardial areas
and TTAC’s were generated and again expressed in the cross
calibrated well counter units of cps/ml. Each of the TTAC’s
were individually fitted with one- and two-tissue compartment
models using nonlinear least-square fitting (Fig. 1).
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TABLE I
THE FOUR RATE CONSTANTS (K1 � k4) AND THE VOLUME OF DISTRIBUTION (Vd) FOR

THE FIVE SELECTED PARAMETER SETS. UNITS FOR THE RATE CONSTANTS ARE min-1

Fig. 2. Assumed compartmental model for Tl-201 with two tissue compart-
ments: extracellular and intracellular compartment.

From the results of the compartmental fitting, the two-tissue
compartment [extracellular and intracellular Tl-201 compart-
ments (Fig. 2)] model was assumed for the simulations. This
model is also in line with recent literature reports [24]. is
the influx constant and is proportional to blood flow for a flow
limited tracer like Tl-201. Other rate constants are as shown
in Fig. 2. TTAC’s were generated for the five selected sets
of rate constants given in Table I. Rate constant
sets were selected to cover a range of flow conditions. Set 1
represents mean rate constants from all 16 dogs, set 2 is from
a dog with resting flow, sets 3 and 4 from dogs with reduced
flow induced by constant beta-blocker infusion and flow for
set 5 was increased by constant adenosine infusion over the
study duration.

The derived volume of distribution macro parameter
given by

Volume of Distribution (1)

is also shown in Table I. Of particular interest were the influx
rate constant which is related to blood flow flow
extraction fractionand , which is related to the cells’ ability
to concentrate Tl-201, an important indicator for viability. For
each set of rate constants, time activity curves were generated
by convolving the compartmental model function with the
plasma time activity curve (PTAC) derived from the average
of the 16 dogs (Fig. 3).

While projection data can be expected to follow Poisson
noise (before scatter correction), this is unlikely to be the case
for reconstructed data. However, variance can still be expected
to change for different collection times and activities. To
investigate noise variance for our quantitative reconstruction
method (OSEM with attenuation and scatter correction), a
uniform phantom was collected dynamically and processed
identically to the dog data. This indicated that the variance

Fig. 3. The average PTAC and the five noise-free TTAC’s for the five
selected parameter sets. TTAC’s are assumed to be cross calibrated to plasma
curve and, thus, have the same units as plasma curve (cps/ml).

increased approximately proportional to the frame time (i.e.,
increase of frame time by factor of four increased variance
by approximately a factor of four) and conversely, variance
increased proportional to the activity in the phantom. Thus,
we estimate noise variance for a particular TTAC point using
the following expression:

Noise Variance (2)

where is a constant to give a specified noise level. Five dif-
ferent noise levels were investigated with
and . is the average TTAC curve value measured at the

th time interval at mid scan time and is the length
of the th time interval. A simulated TTAC with
is shown in Fig. 4 together with the corresponding measured
TTAC curve from the dog ROI analysis. The estimated noise
coefficient of variation (CV) near the peak counts, and for 1-
min samples ranged from 1.8%–9.2% for the simulations with

– , respectively. Estimated noise CV for the measured
TTAC was approximately 3%–5%, corresponding approxi-
mately to a noise constant between and
The noise was assumed to have a Gaussian distribution, in
line with experience with PET TTAC’s [25], and a variance
given by (2). The Gaussian noise was generated and added
to the TTAC points using the algorithm described in [26, ch.
7]. The same noise model was used to estimate parameter
estimation reliability when fitting that compartmental model to
the measured dog data and was found to be in good agreement
with reliability estimates which do not require a noise model to
be specified, providing further indirect support for our chosen
noise model.
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Fig. 4. A measured TTAC (solid line) and corresponding simulated TTAC
(dashed line) with noise constantC = 65: TTAC’s have been cross calibrated
to the well counter used to count plasma samples and, thus, have units of
cps/ml.

B. Optimum Sampling Schedule

The OSS technique provides a mechanism to maximize
the information matrix and, conversely, to minimize the
covariance matrix (COVAR) of the estimated parameters by
rearranging the sample intervals, based on the minimum num-
ber of required samples, and a given total study duration and
model [12]–[15]. According to the Cramer–Rao theorem, the
covariance matrix of an unbiased estimateof the parameter
vector is lower bounded by the inverse of , i.e.,

COVAR

Since the determinant of COVAR is proportional to the
volume of the parameter confidence region [27], it provides
a criterion for discriminating between various experimental
protocols. The sampling schedule is adjusted iteratively to
maximize the determinant of (det as follows: Starting
with the full dynamic sampling schedule, at each iteration,
each interval is adjusted in turn in the direction which increases
the det of the parameter estimates for the TTAC resampled
with the adjusted interval. Adjusting intervalwill also adjust
interval by the same amount, but in the opposite direction
to maintain the same total collection time and avoid overlap.
When the length of an interval falls below a set value (10 s in
this study), it is merged with the next interval. The iterations
are repeated until det converges to a specified tolerance.
The OSS will depend on the exact shape of the TTAC. As this
is unknown prior to the measurement, OSS derived for TTAC
simulated from parameter set 1 (Table I) was used for all other
parameter sets to investigate the applicability of a single OSS
scheme to a range of Tl-201 kinetics.

The OSS methodology was also employed to find optimum
sampling based on two sessions of scanning: A short (10–45
min) multiframe acquisition immediately post tracer injection
and a delayed single frame acquisition. The timing for the
delayed frame was determined by adjusting the mid-scan
time of the minimum number of required frames with fixed
duration of 10 min within an overall time period of 240 min
until again det was maximized. This resulted in a mid

scan time of 173 min for the last time point. A single 10-
min frame was then fixed at 173 min and OSS technique
was then applied to determine the sampling requirements for
the first session. Sampling schedules were derived for total
first-session acquisition times ranging from 10 to 45 min.
This scheme is similar to current clinical studies, where an
acquisition is performed soon after Tl-201 injection, followed
by a redistribution study at around 3–4 h. Thus, the following
OSS’s were investigated.

1) Continuous data collection over the whole study duration
(i.e., single session of scanning) ranging from 30 to
240 min, which is the conventional OSS approach.

2) Initial data collection for a shorter period (10–45 min)
accompanied by a delayed study at 173 min (i.e., two
sessions of scanning).

C. Evaluation of OSS

The CV and error in estimating the parameters were eval-
uated for both the continuous one-session and two-session
optimum sampling schemes (OSS-1) and (OSS-2), respec-
tively, and compared to conventional full dynamic sampling
(as used in the original dog studies) for both the continuous
(DynSS-1) and the two-session sampling schemes (DynSS-2)
using Monte Carlo simulation technique as follows.

1) For each selected parameter set, noiseless TTAC’s were
generated by convolving the compartmental model func-
tion with the PTAC, according to the different sampling
schedules.

2) Noise was then added to the noiseless TTAC’s at the
five noise levels according to (2). For each noise level,
100 curves were generated using different noise seeds.

3) Rate constants were estimated with nonlinear least
square curve fitting from the simulated data. The
modified cost function [14], based on integrating the
instantaneous count rates over the frame duration, was
used for the fitting. The fitted rate constants were
constrained to be positive.

4) CV’s were determined for each parameter from the 100
curve fits. Error was calculated by comparing the mean
fitted parameters to the known parameter values used
for generating the TTAC’s.

III. RESULTS

A. Optimum Sampling Schedule

Table II shows the OSS-1 as well as the DynSS-1. It should
be noted that for different study durations, the number of
samples for DynSS-1 ranged from 18 samples for 30 min to
42 samples for 4 h. For OSS-1, there were only four samples,
which is the minimum number of samples required for the
four parameters used in the model [15]. Table III
shows the sampling schedule for OSS-2 and DynSS-2, using
the same notation as Table II. The schedules taken in different
sessions are separated by square brackets. The results of the
optimized intervals are shown in the right column of the table
and the optimized mid-scan time for the second session was
173 min post-injection.
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TABLE II
SAMPLING SCHEDULES FORSINGLE SESSION OFSCANNING. THE LEFT, MIDDLE, and RIGHT COLUMNS SHOW THE TOTAL STUDY DURATION, THE SAMPLING SCHEDULES

OF THE DynSS-1,AND OSS-1, RESPECTIVELY. THE FIRST ENTRY “10�1 MIN” IN THE MIDDLE COLUMN MEANS THAT 10 SAMPLES, EACH 1-MIN LONG, WERE TAKEN

TABLE III
SAMPLING SCHEDULES FOR TWOSESSIONS OFSCANNING USING THE SAME NOTATION AS IN TABLE II. THE SAMPLES TAKEN AT DIFFERENT SESSIONSARE SEPARATED

BY SQUARE BRACKETS. THE FIRST SESSION IS TAKEN IMMEDIATELY AFTER TRACER INJECTION AND THE SECOND SESSION IS TAKEN AT 173 MIN POST INJECTION

B. Percentage Errors and CV—Single-Session Scanning

The percentage error for the fitted parameters was calculated
by comparing them to the known parameter values used for the
simulation. CV was estimated from the variation of parameters
over the 100 Monte Carlo simulation runs. The percentage
error and CV of estimated and for set 1 at the
five noise levels are plotted as a function of total study duration
for DynSS-1 in Fig. 5 and for OSS-1 in Fig. 6. Curves for
were very similar to those of and are, thus, not shown.
Little systematic change in either percentage error or CV of

is observed as the length of collection time increased from
30 min to 4 h. As the length of collection time increased,
both percentage error and CV for and tended
to decrease to a plateau at 60–90 min for both DynSS-1 and
OSS-1. Before the plateau, the percentage error increased with
the noise level. Little effect of noise on percentage error was
observed after the plateau. In contrast, CV was influenced by
noise level for all study duration. CV for OSS-1 and DynSS-1
were very similar as were the percentage errors for parameters

and However, percentage errors for and were
more than twice as large for OSS-1 than for DynSS-1.

Fig. 7 is a comparison of the percentage error and CV of
the estimated at different total study duration, for different
parameter sets using DynSS-1 or OSS-1. These curves are the
average of the results obtained at the different noise levels.
The figures show that the percentage error and CV are all
below 4% and 11%, respectively. Both percentage error and
CV do not decrease as the total time length is increased, i.e.,

estimation is not improved by extending the scanning time.
Therefore, a 30-min scanning session is sufficient if only the
blood-flow indicator is of interest.

Fig. 8 shows the percentage error and CV of the estimated
at different total time lengths of scanning, for different

parameter sets and for both DynSS-1 and OSS-1. There is a

marked improvement in both percentage error and CV as the
scanning time is increased from 30 to 120 min. Thereafter,
both percentage error and CV plateau. To obtain a less than
20% error and CV for a minimum scanning time length
of 120 min is required, which may be reduced to 90 min, if
somewhat higher CV of 30% is tolerated in low flow regions.

C. Percentage Errors and CV—Separate Scanning Sessions

An overall summary of and estimation as a function
of sampling schedule is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Fores-
timation, an initial 10–20-min dynamic in combination with a
delayed sample or a single 30-min dynamic are sufficient. With
addition of the delayed scan at approximately 3 h, the initial
dynamic can be reduced to 30 min and still achieve similar
accuracy and CV for as a full 120-min scan. However, the
30-min dynamic plus 10-min delayed sample is considerably
more practical in a routine clinical setting, being similar in
acquisition times to current rest-redistribution protocols.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, we systematically investigated the reliability
of parameter estimation as a function of acquisition time and
applied the OSS technique to determine optimized, practical
sampling schedules for dynamic Tl-201 SPECT. We found
that: 1) OSS can provide reliable estimates of both and

, comparable to that of full dynamic sampling which often
requires far more images. 2) can be estimated with a
relatively short study duration of 30 min, while estimation
of requires at least 90–120 min to achieve acceptable
precision, highlighting the need for careful selection of study
duration to obtain reliable estimates of the parameters of
interest. 3) Dividing the scanning into early and delayed
sessions allowed accurate estimation of, without requiring
an unacceptably long collection time.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Percentage error and (b) CV of, from top to bottom, estimatedK1; k2; k4; and Vd as a function of total sampling time for DynSS-1. For
each parameter, percentage error and CV are plotted at each of the five noise levels. Results are for parameter set 1. The samey-axis scale has been used
for percentage error of all parameters and also for CV to facilitate comparison.

A. Comparison of DynSS and OSS

The OSS generally had a performance comparable to that of
full dynamic sampling scheme for estimating and Only
at very high (set 5) and low and high (set 4) was
there an appreciably increased CV of for OSS-1 compared
with DynSS-1 (Fig. 7). However, the increase in CV was not
excessive being in the order of 3%–4%. In contrast, OSS-1
could not successfully separate and rate constants. The

percentage errors for these two rate constants using OSS-1
was more than double that of DynSS-1 (Figs. 5 and 6). Thus,
if accurate estimates of and are required, DynSS-1 is
the preferred sampling method.

The OSS substantially reduced the number of required
SPECT acquisition frames to only four, irrespective of total
acquisition time, compared with the 18–42 acquisition frames
for the full dynamic study. As a result, it can significantly
reduce the amount of dynamic image data (and, hence, the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) Percentage error and (b) CV of, from top to bottom, estimatedK1; k2; k4; andVd as a function of total sampling time for OSS-1. For each
parameter, percentage error and CV are plotted at each of the five noise levels. Results are for parameter set 1. The samey-axis scale has been used
for percentage error of all parameters and also for CV to facilitate comparison.

storage space) and speed up the data analysis process in
daily clinical applications. The shortest acquisition frame time
for OSS was 5 min, compared to 1 min for the DynSS,
which makes OSS dynamic SPECT readily implementable on
existing SPECT systems.

B. Minimum Time for the Measurement of and

For both OSS-1 and DynSS-1, we found that a 30-min
scanning time length is sufficient for an accurate estimation of

alone (Figs. 7 and 8). Prolonging the scanning time beyond
30 min produced no appreciable gain in accuracy or CV. For
the 30-min study duration, percentage errors and CV for
were greater than 50% (Figs. 9 and 10). To obtain an accurate
estimation for a 90–120-min study duration is necessary.
This finding is not unexpected, as early uptake of Tl-201 is
predominantly related to flow, thus the early dynamics are
mostly determined by flow. However, the typically ml/ml

of Tl-201, results in slow redistribution, particularly in low
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. Comparison of percentage error and CV for the estimatedK1 at different total time lengths for (a) and (b) full dynamic sampling schedule
and (c) and (d) OSS. Set 1–Set 5 represent the five selected parameter sets.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Comparison of percentage error and CV of the estimated volume of distribution(Vd) at different total time lengths for (a) and (b) full dynamic
sampling schedule and (c) and (d) OSS. Set 1–Set 5 represent the five selected parameter sets.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of DynSS-2 and DynSS-1. The values inside the brackets
are the length of the study duration. Average results of the five parameter sets
are shown.

Fig. 10. Comparison of OSS-2 and OSS-1. The values inside the brackets
are the length of the study duration. Average results of the five parameter
sets are shown.

flow areas and, thus, a relatively long study duration is required
to obtain reliable estimates of

For continuous data acquisition sampling schemes (OSS-1
and DynSS-1), patients would be required to remain in the
camera for 90–120 min to obtain accurate estimates of
This is clearly impractical for routine clinical studies. We thus
investigated an alternative sampling scheme, based on a short
dynamic at the start of the study and a short delayed scan.
We again used the formalism of OSS to find the optimum
mid scan time at around 3 h for the delayed scan and
the sampling schedule of the early, short dynamic. With an
initial 30-min dynamic study, accuracy and precision were
similar to a continuous collection over 90–120 min for both

and (Figs. 9 and 10). The time requirements for the
split session sampling scheme are similar to current Tl-201
rest/redistribution studies, and are thus clinically practical.
Further, estimation of and should eliminate the need for
24-h images, which may in fact reduce the total study time.

C. Effect of TTAC on OSS Accuracy

The OSS depends on the shape of the TTAC curve. Thus
OSS for Tl-201 will vary depending on the exact shape of
the TTAC for a particular subject and region, which is not
normally knowa priori. In this study we determined the OSS
based only on TTAC for parameter set 1 and applied this OSS
to all the other parameter sets, which were specifically chosen
to cover a wide range of and and, hence, a wide range

of TTAC shapes (Fig. 3). The results shown in Figs. 7 and 8
demonstrate the validity of using a single OSS schedule for a
wide range of TTAC’s. No systematic difference in percentage
error as a function of TTAC is seen between OSS and DynSS.
Only CV for is increased by approximately 3%–4% for
set 4 and set 5, which represent the extreme deviation from
the average TTAC (set 1) used to generate the OSS (Fig. 3).

In this study we have concentrated on the sampling require-
ments for estimation of compartmental model rate constants.
A further requirement is accurate activity estimation in the
myocardium with a prerequisite for both accurate attenu-
ation and scatter correction as well correction for partial
volume effects. With the increased availability of transmission
measurements on particularly multidetector SPECT systems
and algorithms for scatter correction [21], [22], quantitative
SPECT is becoming more feasible and practical and has in
fact been applied to the dog studies used as the basis of
this investigation. For compartmental modeling, the arterial
plasma concentration of the tracer is also required. Ideally,
this is obtained by frequent arterial blood sampling, which is,
however, considered too invasive for routine clinical studies. It
has been shown recently that population-based input functions
calibrated with one or two blood samples can alleviate the need
for full arterial sampling [28], and these techniques should also
be applicable to Tl-201 studies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have developed a methodology determining
total acquisition time and for optimizing sampling schedule for
dynamic SPECT studies. When applied to dynamic SPECT Tl-
201 model, it was found that for myocardial blood flow only, a
30-min scanning duration is sufficient. estimation required
an additional study at approximately 3 h, which avoided the
need for prolonged continuous dynamic acquisition. Both
and can, thus, be determined with a clinically practical
sampling schedule. This study also highlights that careful con-
sideration needs to be given to total acquisition time to obtain
reliable estimates of all parameters of interest, particularly
for typical SPECT tracers with slow kinetic components. The
method for determining OSS and total acquisition time applied
here to Tl-201 should also be applicable to other SPECT
tracers.
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